MLC 4th Floor

- Stair C
- Barnard FLI Partnership Library
- Jyoti Menon Outdoor Terrace
- 402 Meeting Room
- Prayer & Meditation Area
- Stairs to 2nd and 3rd Floors
- Stair B (Swipe re-entry)
- 424
- 423 The Hope L. Furth '56 and John L. Furth Archives Reading Room
- 422 Archives Office

Symbols:
- Elevator
- Open study space
- Open study space with fixed seating
- Available for study seating when space not in use
- PawPrint Station
- Scanner
- Lookup Station
- Books and other media
- Water
- Gender Inclusive Bathroom
- Women's Bathroom

Athena Center

Stair A (No re-entry)
MLC Lower Level (LL)

- **LL 001**: Flexible Classroom
- **LL 002**: Lynn Chu Classroom
- **LL 020**: Movement Lab
- **LL 021**: Archives Storage
- **LL 018**: Meeting Room
- **LL 017**: Meeting Room
- **LL 016**: Meeting Room

Exit to Altschul